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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1933

M ASQ UERS’ MAJOR
WINTER PRODUCTION
O PENS TH URSDAY

Community Dance

M w

VOLUME XXXII. No. 33

Athletics A re
s

Scabbard and Blade Is Sponsoring
Ticket. Sale to Students
College
And Faculty

v

UNIVERSITY FORUM
TO COMMEMORATE
Carroll
THIS CHARTER DAY

p ’ " i e d

By

„

Finds Financial Burden
Too Heavy for Activities;

Second Performance of “The Truth About Blayds” Will Be Given; Scabbard and Blade, sponsoring the
Fortieth Anniversary Convocation Will Be Departure from Traditional
May Be Resumed
ticket sale on the campus for the
Four Actors to Appear in First Major Roles;
Program; Students Urged to Ask Questions Regarding
Community dance this coming Satur
Carroll college has gone off the
Refreshments to Be Served
What the State University Should Be
day, started the campaign for selling competitive collegiate athletic stand..
__
..
.
.
.
.
, | tickets yesterday The proceeds of the I ard for
year, 1933-34. The anMontana Masquers will open their major winter quarter produc- dance will go toward replenishing the nouncement> made Saturday by the
The fortieth anniversary of the State University’s Charter Day will
tion, “The Truth About Blayds/* by A. A. Milne, Thursday night in Federated Social Service treasury, it board of corporators and trustees be observed at the first convocation of the quarter, Friday, February
the Little Theatre. A second performance of the play, which is di-1win be held ln the men s eymnasium. through the Reverend Emmet Rtley, f 7. Contrary to custom the meeting will be in the nature of a forum,
rected by Barnard Hewitt, will be given Friday night. Several sororities 1 Dr. e . w . Spottswood, chairman of acting president of the institution, using the subject, “What Should the State University of Montana Be?”
and fraternities and a group of Inde-^------ :---------------------------------------------jthe University committee, collaborated came as a surprise in sports circles
V question box will be placed ln
‘with Richard Schneider, captain of of the state. “Prevailing economic
pendents have reserved blocks of seats
the corridor of Main hall In which
Scabbard and Blade for the purpose conditions," according to the an
for the performance.
questions may be pnt for the dif
of interesting students in the cause. nouncement, "have forced the board
The cast is as follows:
ferent speakers to answer. All
In the interests of the Federated to adopt a policy of retrenchment.
Oliver Blayds..... ............
LesliePace
questions should be In by 10
Social Service it was decided by mem Curtailment of competitive athletic ac
Isobel __________ __ Ruth Perham
o’clock Thursday. The questions
bers of Scabbard and Blade that the tivities, which have not been finan
|a bishop who was noted for his evan Marion Blayds-Conway.....Ossia Taylor
should be addressed to the
organization would help as far as pos cially successful on'Capitol hill, was
gel 1st Ical oratory. Valentine lived in William Blayds-Conway__ Don Marrs
speaker from whom the opinion Is
sible. Students are urged to attend, deemed expedient."
|Rome in the Third Century. He at- Oliver Blayds-Conway__ Robert Bates
desired.
1
; | There are no other social functions
The State University and Carroll
tained fame for his remarkable elo- Septima Blayds-Conway ....... 1.......... 1
SCHEUCH WILL PRESIDE
Entomologist
to
Talk
at
Meeting
j
on
the
campus
that
night.
college
had
scheduled
thetr
regular
quence and he was so successful in
_____ ___ __ Helen Marie Donahue!
F. C. Scheuch will be the presiding
Sponsored by Phi Sigma:
I Members of Scabbard and Blade are football game for the early part of the
.his efforts to convert the Romans to
'j. Royce____________ Gene Manis
chairman. The point of view of the
Public Invited *-*
(selling the tickets with the assistance 1933 season, but this action has neces. Christianity that he annoyed the em- Parsons________ __Eleanor Speaker
new members of the faculty will be
-------------|of the following:
sitated cancellation of this game.
Jperor, who ordered his death. When
presented by Prof. A. K. Smith, and
Experience Background
Dr. Cornelius B. Philip, associate I Richard Schneider, Alpha Tau State University athletic officials have
. he was canonized and his name placed
I
that of the old members by Prof. E. L.
Four students are taking important
entomologist from the United States j om ega; Robert White, Phi Delta Ialready entered into negotiations with
' in the calendar, the day of his death
Freeman. Peter Meloy, A. S. U. M.
roles for the first time in a major pro Health laboratory at Hamilton
Theta; Mitchell Sheridan, Sigma Nu; [other western schools to arrange a
was"chosen for remembrance. Today,
president, will discuss the point of
duction of the Montana Masquers.
lecture this evening at a public meet- jAubrey Benton, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; j game to be played on that date
candy industries will feel a temporary
view of the students and Pres. C. H.
With a background of experience in
ing sponsored by Phi Sigma, national Tom Coleman, Delta Sigma Lambda; tober 7.
business revival if their candies are
Clapp
will give the point of view of
one-act plays, those appearing in their
honorary biological society.
Tevis Hoblitt, Sigma Chi; Gordon It was stated that the athletic board
in heart-shaped boxes. Paper lace, red
the executive. DeLoss Smith, dean of
first major roles are: Ruth Perham,
"Both students and townspeople ctm iff, Phi Sigma Kappa; Oscar of the collegehadbeen unable to ar^hearts, gold cupids and arrows, doves,
the
School
of Music has arranged the
Butte; Don Marrs, Harlowton; Robert
who would like to hear this interest- Limpus, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Stanley |r nge a suitable schedule for the com' sentimental and flippant verse will be
musical program for the occasion to
Bates, Great Falls, and Helen Marie
ing talk are invited to attend,” said Trachta, Kappa Sigma; Marion Me- i g football season. The heavy ex-,
added to the postman's, load. All this,
Include a violin solo by Russel Wat
Donahue, Minneapolis, Minn. The
Mary Agnes Young, president of PM carty and Carter Quinlan, faculty, and j nses required to transport teams to
} because sixteen hundred and sixty-two
son, and a vocal solo by Kenneth
other members of the cast have been Sigma, yesterday
: years ago a man was burned to death.
Don Marrs, Independents.
Skukrud.
and
from
Helena
have
not
been
justi
in previous major productions of the
Dr. Philip’s lecture, which will be
fied
by
the
gate
receipts
and
involved
IS UNIQUE PROGRAM
Masquers. Ossia Taylor, Missoula;
given in the auditorium on the third
Iexpenditures beyond the restricted A member of the University faculty j
Rufus Coleman, chairman of the
JOW, who are the basketball cham Leslie Pace, Bozeman, and Gene Man
floor of the Natural Science building,
athletic budget.
pubUc
exercises committee, said,
since
the
first
classes
were
held
in
pions of Montana? The Grizzlies is, Hamilton, have all .taken prom will begin promptly a t 8 o’clock. He
The suspension of athletics, how 1895. He will act as chairman of “We are hoping to fill the Main
’ and Bobcats have divided the honors inent parts in presentations of the will speak on his work with yellow
hall auditorium for this meeting,
ever, means only the temporary Friday’s convocation which will mark
'80 neatly that it looks as though each other Masquer plays.
fever and his experiences while resid
since no program exactly of this
abandonment of intercollegiate com the fortieth anniversary of the grant
Plot of Play
^were entitled to half a championship.
ing in Africa.
petitive contests. Intram ural athletics ing of the charter to the State Uni nature has been held before on
Recalling the game we watched, we
The story of the play is centered
A group of slides will accompany
this campus either on Charter Day
versity.
| will be intensified by this move.
i think we would enjoy watching a play- around the poet, Oliver Blayds, and the lecture. “Dr. Philip is both a
or on any other occasion. The
| Coach Jones of the Hill-toppers said
i off—regardless (well, practically re- the members of his immediate family. witty and entertaining speaker," said
University Is facing a crisis. Here
1
I that he had no definite plans for the
f gardless)—o f how the game turned When the play begins, Blayds is cele Dr. J. W. Severy, “and will certainly
is an opportunity for the student
Foresters Have Decorations Cleared [future but that if "things broke right"
tout.
brating his ninetieth birthday. All hold the interest of the crowd."
to hear discussed problems that
Out of Building Before .
he would continue ln the coaching
England is honoring him and his fam Dr. Philip spent some time in Ni
should Interest them not only as
Noon Saturday
profession. He has been admitted to
students, but as future Montana
tXCE upon a time a great poet ily is doing what it can to add glamour geria working with the yellow fever
:_
the Montana bar and has been practo his ageing years. When the poet problem previous to joining the lab Equaling last year’s record, the For- ticing in Helena,
citizens.”
lived. He lived some twenty years
dies he reveals a life secret which oratory staff a t Hamilton. His collec- esters again succeeded in'clearing the
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Coach
Oakes,
in
commenting
upon
I
i beyond his allotted three-score and puts the family in a highly humorous
Peter Meloy, president of the stu
tion of 125 slides, made from pictures I m£u'S gymnasium of all decorations the move made by the Helena school,
<-ten, and when he died, his family dis situation.
dent
body,
said, “The question box
he took while in Nigeria, willbe sup- and burning the rubbish before noon said, "I regret very much to hear that
covered that, for most of his ninety
The scene 4s laid in the reception plemented andexplained as they
are on Saturday and intram ural basket- Carroll has bqen forced to drop ath- Gym Will Accommodate 850; which will be placed in Main hall will
jyears, he had been living a lie. "The room of the home of Oliver Blayds. | shown on the screen
enable all students to ask questions
ball teams were practicing on the letics. Carroll has proven in the past
Reservations Must Be Made,
Truth About Blayds" is the story of The settings for the Masquer produc
they desire concerning policies of the
Imaple court during the afternoon.
to be an extremely worthy foe and
Blair Announces
the discovery of that lie. The poor tion have been designed by Barnard
State University. We want to urge
Members of the School of Forestry the Grizzly-Saint games have always
^Blayds family finds itself in a pre Hewitt and Philip Patterson. One of
Advance ticket sales for the Bill everyone to ask anything he wishes
met in a body at the gymnasium Sat been of much interest to Missoula
dicament which it is inadequately the main features of the setting is a
concerning
phases of our school. In
urday morning and on the stroke of fans: I hope that the college will be Tilden and troup tennis exhibition
equipped to solve. So A. A. Milne, portrait of Leslie Pace as the poet at
1 o’clock the janitors were mopping able to resume its athletic program here March 1 begins today, Carl Blair, the past the policy has dealt with his
; author of the Masquers' play, has an 71 years of age, painted by Philip Pat
[manager of ticket sales and member tory and traditions. This year a rad
opportunity to deal, in his customary terson.
S t u d d l t S tllC floor 01 tlie ^ig court in prepara- as soon as possible."
ion for the final lap of the basketball I Athletics at the Hill school have of the State University Athletic com ical departure has been made from
slightly satiric manner, with human
Production Staff
season.
been on the up-grade for the past few mittee, announced yesterday. The the regular Charter Day program and
? character weaknesses. All this sounds
it is hoped that a lively discussion will
Students who have served on the I Casualties Send Marjorie Crawford
The men were divided into crews W * and ln the last two- CarroU has seating capacity of the men’s gym
as if we had seen the play, doesn't it? production staff are: Stage manager,
ensue.”
-A n d Hazel Abbott
and the work of burning the boughs offered a brand of competition which nasium has been enlarged to-accom
As a m atter of fact, we just read a
Though the charter was granted the
Joe Wagner; assistants, Melvin HedTo Hospital
occupied the greater part of the morn- has made her a powerful contender modate 850 persons and all seats are
couple of reviews to get the foregoing
ine, Elmo Cure and Lesle D ana; mas-------------reserved.
Reservations for tickets State University February 17, 1893,
for
state
athletic
supremacy.
' material. Knowing Milne from other ter electrician, George Boileau; assist- AVIuter sports casualties figured Mug’s work. Other crews returned the
may be made at the Business office classes were not started until Septemi plays, Masquer-presented, we would ant, Richard Shaw; property mistress,
.
IPiomuienuy
nrominentlv amon&r
among Montana
muniaua students
siuuenis|I fixtures and properties that were borat which time re- ber
1895. There were 60 students^
h until Februar
■go to this one without having read Emma Bole; assistants, Gloria Proc- 0Ter lhe week-end when a sliding owed and the bosses were on th e|
(served
tickets may be obtained a t ( enrolled the first fall quarter and at
College Knowledge Program .
j the reviews. But now we are antic!- tor, Alice Lamb and Gladys Avery; Par‘y rl(lill« a raclne toboggan turned ac®"e to see that no detail was over
[either the Business office or at the the end of the year, 135 were regis
; pating learning jqst what that mys< costume mistress, Shirley Knight; over southeast of town, seriously in- looked.
Over Station KGV0
Student Store. Student tickets are tered.
l terious untruth may be.
.
.a
. Murine
Prof. F. C. Scheuch who is at pres
a8sistants,
Lillian tt
Hopkins,
Vivian
IJunng two
lwo women
wom““ of
01 the
lue nartv
pdriy* SkiOK1 I Student comment accredits this af55 cents and general public reserved
ing
and
bobsledding
parties
in
Rattle*a*r
W^
1
being
the
biggest
of
its
kind,
Tonight!
8:30
to
9
o’Clock
ent vice-president and chairman of the
Bower, Catherine Mead and Antoinette
seats are $1.10, including tax.
snake
canyon
were
victims
of
frostTlle
huge
floor
was
packed
and
It
is
Mrs.
C.
H.
Clapp
will
read
several
Department
of Foreign Languages,
O COLLEGE STUDENTS have as LaCasse; business managers, Lina
bites and painful bruises.
Ithought th at there were approximately of her poems and Prof. John B. I Blair also said that of the 850 seats, has been with the Institution since the
a concept of a college professor Greene and Jerome Frankel; publicity
eight hundred and fifty people in at Crowder will offer a group of piano only 425 will be available to students
Marjorie
Crawford,
a
senior
whose
until after February 26. This action first classes were begun. Dr. M. J.
a "pleasant, ineffectual person” ? We manager, Margaret R aitt; assistants, home is in Missoula, and Hazel Ab tendance.
The ticket committee selections.
was made necessary because the ath Elrod, head of the Department of
[. asked people. Our concept of a pro- Howard Hazelbaker, Helen Huxley bott, a freshman from Conrad; were
(Continued on Pane Four)
and
Bob
Busey.
letic committee does not know to what Biology has been with the State Uni
: feasor was rather distinctly different
taken to St. Patrick’s hospital late
GUette Exhibition
extent student or public interest will versity since 1897 and Dr. J. P. Rowe
' from the picture evoked by a Kaimin
Sunday afternoon for treatment. Miss
effect the ticket sales. If by February since 1900. Oscar J. Craig was the
{ communicant’s adjectives. To us the
Refreshments will be served in the Crawford suffered a deep scalp wound,
first president.
~
- #
- | «i i
12G, the blocks allotted to 'the general
• word "professor" calls up a series of foyer of the Little Theatre between a badly lacerated elbow and body I
j The present site of the campus was
| individuals. Each of them fits the first the first and second act of the play. bruises. X-ray pictures showed no
public or the students have not been
donated to the State by Frances G.
sold out, the remaining tickets
| adjective. To none of them is the sec- Mrs. M. J. Hutchens will preside broken bones or internal injuries. Miss
Higgins and Edward L. Bonner of Mis
be sold to anyone.
\ ond appropriate. "Scholarly" fits Thursday evening and Mrs. E. G. Hall Abbott is suffering from a fractured
soula.
t some. "Sincere" fits them all. Men on Friday. At the same time an ex jawbone and the loss of several teeth Finished Production Will Appear in Fox-Wilma Theater March 3;
__________________
The committee, however, anticipates |
who believe, with the faith and sin- hibit will be shown of stage designs in addition to minor bruises.
a sell-out for the exhibition, as this
Three Acts Are Eliminated
£ cerity of all true believers, that an and sketches by Arnold Gilette, former
is
the
only
showing
of
the
troup
in
-----------------------The party was sliding near the Old
> idea is the most powerful, precious State University student who is now Country club Sunday afternoon when
Alpha Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Independent IMontana- There have alread been
fc force in the world; men who con- dramatic director at the University of
the
toboggan
which
they
were
riding
m
enj
p|-,j
J)elta
Theta,
Phi
Sigma Kappa and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
„nr,hMeor|!,Btl0rin B u tt^ a n d HeT
£ sciously, desperately, earnestly force Iowa.
hit a snow covered obstruction and
1 *. j ». \ /
\ / J *1 .
. q . j
:
tennis enthusiasts in Butte and Hel-i
_________
I'themselves to receive new ideas on an
"The Truth About Blayds" was first Overturned.
H * Sele<* ed La t
VJ
odvi1 try0Ut^ SaJ Urday
« t0
®na. The first reservations received Fox> Dalllber* and Brown Lead Attack
l unprejudiced doorstep, lest they acci- presented In this country at the Booth
To Wjn 5d-i|0
W alter Cooney and Mitchell Sheri .[th e ir ac ts in the h n a l p ro d u ctio n a t the ro x -W ilm a th e a te r, r rid a y ,|w in be accorded the choicest seats in
These acts were selected’
L dentally close out one idea that they theatre in New York on March 14, dan were the other two members 0f | ^ arc^
_________
the gymnasium. One-half of the seatinstructor in the School of Jo u rn al-.
..
. ..
_,
, ,
| had looked for long—these are pro-* 1922. Norman Bel-Geddes designed the party and were badly bruised and from a group of 10, two of the 12
tn- tt m ,
. .. ing block is allotted to students
Montana Grizzlies took the first
.......................
ism; E. K. Taylor, m anager of th e|
groups
entering
scripts
having
de-|
[.feasors as we think of them. To one the settings for this production. Th® igjiaj£eil.Upi
Fox-Wilma theater, and Barnard Hew may place their advance reservations Igame of thei? series with the Montana
faulted.
^person, "professor" means a dignified play was revived last May by Guthrie
_
Miners last night in Butte, by a 56-40
itt, director of dramatics at the State [immediately at the Business office.
"These acts promise a much better
^scholar. A science student described McClintic in the Belasco theatre. 0.
| Tilden, accompanied by Hans Nuss- score. Dahl berg was high scorer for
University.
show than last year’s in that their |
^ a professor as a man who translated P. Heggie, star of the original produc
lein of Germany, Pare of France, and the Grizzlies with 14 points and Erickappearance at tryouts showed much; The acts selected are:
R theories into practical plans which tion, again played the role of the poet,
Barnes, the sensation from Texas, is 8on, of the Miners, was high-point man
better preparation and offered a
| the student could apply. There is Oliver Blayds. Pauline Lord co-starred
Pennies on Parade," a travesty bn making the first complete national (of the game with 19 tallies The two
I nothing "ineffectual" in that defini- with Heggie.
Following is a schedule«,for group higher type of entertainment than Inon-circulating coins, by Alpha Phi; tennis exhibitional tour ever attempt- teams meet again tonight.
| tion. To most of the people we asked,
This is the second of the plays by [pictures to be taken for this year’s most of last season’s acts,” said Dick r 'L ’Amour Toujour,” a song and dance ed. The idea, according to Tilden, is |
University (36)
"professor" meant an individual. The A. A. Milne to be produced this year Sentinel. The pictures will be taken Schneider, manager of the production, act by Kappa Alpha Theta; "Bells Do acquaint the average
American with IBrown (f) 11, Erickson (f) 2, Dah
I individuals were widely varied, but by the Masquers. Winter quarter a | jn
Forestry auditorium Wednes-1He als0 expressed the belief tlmt there Idea,” also a song and dance act, by the game of tennis as it is and as it berg (C) 14, Hinman (g), Fox (g) 12,
they were all alike in proving one one-act, "Wurzel-Flummery,” was pre- day evening:
[would be keen competition this year
Kappa Kappa Gamma. should be played.
The reasonable Heller (c) 10, McDonald (f), FitzgerE point to our satisfaction—that a col- sented. A year ago, the Tormentors, Forestry club, 7:30; Druids, 7;45; U°r the cups which are presented to
“It’s Not in the Cards," a burlesque prices charged for the showings may | ajd (f) 7f Hinman (g).
| lege student (at least, those that we State College dramatic society, pre- Forestry rifle team, 8; Forestry K ai-|the best men’js and best women’s acts, romance by the Independent men; be attributed to Tilden, who says that!
Montana Mines (40)
* questioned) does not have a stereo- sented Milne's “The Alibi” on this mfD| S ;i5 ; Press club, 8:30; Silent The new method of tryout intro- "Three Straight,” featuring business he desires to play to audiences who
Erickson (f) 19, Hammond (f) C,
: typed concept of the professor.
campus, as the exchange play for that Sentinel, 8:45.
Iduced this year (that of having no troubles in Heaven and Hell, by Phi are a criteria of the general public Walsh (c) 2, Murphy (f) 7, Gallant
year.
---------------------------- ■ Iscenery and costuming except in Delta Theta; “Non Compos Mentis— rather than to a select few.
(gj g, Mullaney (g), Delell (g), True79------- ------------------Charles Rohel, Columbia Falls, and drawings presented to the judges) Seven Billion They Spent Us,” satire
The showing of this troupe is under j worthy (g).
R. C. Line, dean of the School of
Keith Heilbronner returned to his Adreas Grande, Lennep, were pledged proved satisfactory to both the Judges [on the wet-dry question, by Phi Sigma the auspices of the State University
_______ ____________
Business Administration, addressed
the Missoula Women’s club Saturday home in Butte yesterday after spend- to Alpha Kappa Psi, national profes-iand the competing groups, and greatly [Kappa; "Jungle Jingles," a cannibal athletic board and the funds derived .M ary LeRoy left this morning for
afternoon on the subject "In Spite of ing the week-end visiting on the cam- sional business fraternity, last Thurs-1 facilitated the selection of the acts, band and dance act by Sigma Alpha | from the showiife will assist in de- Anaconda after spending the weekpus.
(day night.
[The judges were Andrew Cogswell,[Epsilon.
jferring the deficit of the board.
lend at the Kappa Delta house.
. the Depression."

Prof. F. C. Scheuch

Dr. C. Philip
Will Lecture
Here Tonight

Gymnasium
Is Cleaned
By Students

N°

Ticket Sales
For Match
Start Today

o

j Sunday

Afternoon
j Toboggan Accident

B

Four Fraternities, Three Sororities,

Are Chosen for Varsity Vodvil Acts

VF/fl FltSt

Of Miners' Series

Sentinel Pictures
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Tournament
F raternities Eliminations
Thursday, February 16, 1933
a t Montana
Begin Soon
Sigma C h i ...................................................................................... TheaterParty
With the
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Intercollegiate Athletics?
Carroll college authorities have found the prevailing economic con
ditions so adverse that the intercollegiate athletic program for the year
1933-34 has been abandoned. Announcement was made last week
through the board of corporators and trustees, that current conditions
have forced the adoption of a policy of retrenchment and that cur
tailment of competitive athletic activities which have not been finan
cially successful was deemed expedient. The Capitol Hill college,
which has abundant facilities for every form of athletics, will intensify
its intramural program of games for all students.
The action of the Carroll regents, although seemingly unexpected,
is not, after all, unduly surprising. Many schools throughout the na
tion, including all but one of the Pacific Coast conference members,
have found the results of last fall’s football season embarrassing, from
a financial angle. Athletics rapidly have been developed into a form
of big business. When business concerns begin going into the red,
there is but one result— the business activities are curtailed or dis
continued. It looks as though Carroll college is merely one of the first
to realize this condition of "No pay, no play.”
It is interesting to contemplate the reception of a like proposal con
cerning State University intercollegiate athletics. Of late years there
has been an ever-increasing tendency for Mr. Averageman to enter
into athletics, in some form or another; he is not as interested in watch
ing the specialized few perform in a more or less professional man
ner, as he is in doing it himself, not so well, perhaps, but nevertheless
bringing more recreation and enjoyment to himself.
State University athletic teams, in the past few years, have not pro
duced extremely satisfactory results. Taking into consideration the
size of the school and the team, the money available, the size of other
conference schools, it is not very surprising nor lamentable. Montana
teams always have provided interesting competition for the coast fans,
yet always have fought up-hill, almost hopeless battles. In cognizance
of these facts, a rather cursory testing of campus thought on the sub
ject probably would reveal some interesting opinions regarding the
value of intercollegiate athletics, pro and con.

Sigma Nu......................................................................................... TheaterParty
Delta Gamma Fraternity
Friday, February 17, 1933
Delta
Gamma
fraternity
was
Kappa Kappa G am m a...................................................... Pledge Formal
founded
January 4, 1874, a t Oxford
Coffee Dan’s
Phi Sigma K a p p a ..........................................
Institute, Orford, Missouri. In 1911,
Sigma Phi Epsilon.......................... -............................................. Formal Sigma Tau Gamma, which was organ
Saturday, February 18, 1933
ized as a local sorority in 1908, was
South Hall ...................................................................................Tie Ball established on this campus as Pi chap
ter of Delta Gamma.
Community
C
h
e
st........................................................................Informal
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Jerry Bnsey, Ruth Wallace and Pettie Cooney narrowly escaping being
locked in Natural Science building tor
the night—Gene (Rhodes) Snnderlln
and another gentleman helping the
Broadcaster out ot a snowbank near
the D. G. house—W alter P. Cooney
and G. Mitch Sheridan entertaining
Hazel Abbott and Marj Crawford at a
rather painful toboggan party—Donna
Fitzpatrick and Eleanore Marlowe de
clining further invitations to such
parties — Prof. Freeman not being
daunted by such trifling accidents—
Roddy Chisholm borrowing a coat
from Gus (Beer) BIschoff—Deke
Boswell and Cappy Coughlin lacking
only a bicycle-built-for-two, to com
plete their costumes for Foresters’—
Buzz Morehouse playing around in the
Ranger’s J)ream —P at Wilcox fervent
ly conversing with Hi (Maestro) Clarke
near the orchestra platform—Prexy
(Charley) Clapp exchanging greetings
with Roy (Squint) Peden during the
dinner hour—Busy barkeepers brand
ishing beer-bottles in the mural-ly
decorated bar-room — Burly (Dean)
Miller looking the situation over—Ed
LcVasseur hoofing.
Foresters’ Brawl is over . . . but the
malady lingers on.
"We are living In a world that is
becoming constantly more peaceful.”
—Frank B. Kellogg, former Secretary
of State.
O.K. Frank . . . most of the blows
delivered at Foresters’, then, were
love taps.

Instead of the prohibitionist who
used to say our children wouldn’t
know what liquor tasted like, we now
have the antl-prohlbltlonist who says
our children will never know what
bromo-seltzer tastes like.
Student Materialists
Personally, we envy the children of
In a lecture to a group of college students, Walter Lippman, bril the future.

liant and versatile New York columnist, made the statement, “ I doubt
whether the student can do a greater work for his nation in this grave
moment of its history than to detach himself from its preoccupations,
refusing to let himself be absorbed by distractions about which, as
a scholar, he can do almost nothing. The world will go on some
how. . .
It seems surprising indeed that a writer such as Mr. Lippman, with
an uncanny knack of grasping -and interpreting the spirit of the times,
should, other than in an idealistic sense, encourage the modem scholar
to become, or to stay, detached from the world about him. We can
not help but fear that Mr. Lippman is speaking for the scholars of his
own generation. A Harvard graduate, the class of 1909, he is in
reality a young man. Nevertheless he belongs to a generation which,
due to events and circumstances, is more remote from our own than the
actual years may signify.
Try as we may, we cannot shut out the world and its problems.
We cannot avoid being materialists and realists when all around us
there is misery and chaos. The modern student cannot stay on a
sphere by himself. He must take part in the struggle and the strife.
If it accomplishes little else, the depression will have at least served
to bring the student out of a scholastic coma from which, until now,
he did not awaken until actually staring the world of reality squarely
in the face.
Our apprenticeship must be thorough and practical, for the scholar
no longer goes through life hoisted on a pedestal. Scholars, likq the
tradesman and the laborer, must rub shoulders and compete with their
fellow men. No longer, upon graduation, does the world greet them
will open arms. Therefore, as undergraduates, we should know the
price of butter and beef, and should realize that one must be mentally
groomed to secure a twenty-five dollar a week position.

Girls who imbibe
Should go and hide;
Or take a ride
To stem the tide.
And why does not some speaker speak
About the need for a five-meal week?
(Headline in an eastern newspaper);
BORAH TO SEEK DOLLAR CHANGE
He’s to optimistic. We’d be satisfied
with a quarter.
Another guy for whom my cheers
Are weak and also few,
Is the brother who reminds me of
What I said I was going to do.
My room-mate got me up for an eight
o’clock,
Because the night before,
I mentioned I was going to change
my ways
„ Ju st before I started to snore.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE
(Classified a d ): WANTED—Philan
thropist to endow foundation for busi
ness research school named after endower; $10,000 required. Box 333141,
Sta. B.

We are tempted to publish many'
names under the caption BLACK (AND
BLUE) LIST.
It would include the innumerable
ski and toboggan victims of the past
Been Tobogganing Yet?
two weeks . . . along with the count
Washington State college students now have an opportunity of en less bruised victims of various phases
of Foresters’ Brawl.

joying the great sport of tobogganing without any fear of being taken
to the hospital or having to drop out of school in the middle of the
quarter because of injuries received on snow-covered rocky hillsides.
The Washington State college toboggan slide was built to eliminate
the hazards of coasting on city streets. The State University students
don’t even have city streets of sufficient height to permit sliding on
them, and consequently they take to hillsides where everything from
pebbles to abandoned cars are hidden under several feet of snow.
Sunday afternoon four students were injured by having their
toboggan turn over and deposit them on a pile of rocks. The result
was a trip to the hospital where two of the members of the party
were treated for severe cuts and bruises. The other two passengers
received a severe shaking-up and bruises.
We have a very suitable place on our golf course which could be
easily made into a satisfactory and safe place for those who enjoy
this sport. The third tee is graded up enough to give a good slope.
It is completely clear of rocks and would make a practically dangerproof slide. We might even go so far as to suggest that the students
who desire such a slide would be willing to help build it if the necessary
material could be obtained. Thus the cost of the project would be
cut down to a minimum.
Tobogganing is a sport which practically every member of the
student body can enjoy and participate in. We can’t think of any item
of expense either, outside of a.much greater appetite brought on-by
spending the afternoon out of doors and getting scftne much-needed
exercise.
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Not to mention some ot the guests
at the recent Phi SIg roller skating
party.
And the many who have been tram 
pled underfoot, mangled, and crushed
while riding to school on the Univer
sity bus during this cold snap.
Then, too, it has been reported to
us that several studes now recline in
the infirmary in ultra-black and blue
condition. One ot the victims suffers
from a badly wrenched shoulder. He
tried unsuccessfully for the (?)th time
to pat himself on the back while wear
ing an R.O.T.C. "monkey suit.”
The remaining victims are the cus
tomary casualties resulting from the
Monday morning rush to 3 o'clock
classes.
Because we had an hilarious time
at Foresters’; because everybody (al
most) did; because it is one of Mon
tana’s finest traditions; because the
music was Hi Clarke’s; because of
reasons too numerous to mention we
are tempted to broadcast a word pic-

Foresters’ Ball is over and social life on the campus this week prom
ises to be comparatively quiet. During the past week-end, however,
the Alpha Phis, Kappa Alpha Thetas, Kappa Deltas and Delta Sigma
Lambdas entertained at parties of different kinds. At the Alpha Phi
formal. Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Deiss, Dean Harriet Sedman and Mrs. M. C.
Betterton were the chaperons. Guests of the evening were Helen
Scott, Josephine Marsh, Norma Hammer, Maxine Janes and Helen
Meloy. At the Kappa Alpha Theta house, Mrs. F. H. Keith and Prof,
and Mrs. H. G. Merriam chaperoned a fireside. Mary Taaffe Corette
and Betty Robinson were guests at the dance. Kappa Delta also en
tertained at a fireside and had as their guests, Maxine Fowler, Mary
Leroy and Francine McKelvie. Mrs. Caroline B. Avery and Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Speer acted as chaperons. Delta Sigma Lambda was host
at a fireside at the chapter house whefe Prof, and Mrs. C. L. Hitchcock
were chaperons.
At the Fraternities and Sororities
Several sororities on the campus
were hostesses to out-of-town guests
over the week-end. At the Alpha Phi
house were Sheila Brown, Butte;
Rachel Spaftord, Kalispell, and Jeanne
Cunningham, Seattle, Wash. Mary
Leroy and Francine McKelvie, both of
Anaconda, were guests a t the Kappa
Delta house over Friday and Saturday.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was hostess
to Mary Taaffe Corette of Butte over
the week-end and Martha Prentice,
Butte, was a guest a t the Delta Gamma
house.
Dinner guests at the fraternity and
sorority houses over the week-end in
cluded both out-of-town visitors and
students. Esther Lentz was a guest at
the Alpha Phi house Friday for dinner
and Kathryn Sinnott, Sheila Brown,
Rachel Spafford and Jeanne Cunning
ham were Sunday dinner guests there.
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
Nu house included Louise VanDorn,
Marjorie Shaw, Esther Strauss, Doris
Albert, Alice Taylor and Dorothy Vin
cent. Friday evening James Wheaton
was a guest a t the Sigma Nu house
for dinner.
Dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house Thursday night were
Kathleen FitzGerald, Ossia and Alice
Taylor, Evelyn Hughes and Dorothy
Root.
John Heeley ot Seattle was a dinner
guest a t the Alpha Tau Omega house
Friday night.
Tana MacDonald was a Sunday din
ner guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta
house.
Mary Dougherty was a guest for
dinner a t the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house Sunday.
Dinner guests a t the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house this evening will be
Mrs. Theodore Brantly, Mrs. F. K.
Turner and Miss Ruth Nicky.
Dinner guests a t the Alpha Chi
Omega house Thursday night were
Dorothy Powers, Cathryn Howatson,
Marlon Lewellen, Agnes Ruth Hanson,
Frances Jefferson, Jane Guthrie,
Elsie Hlrshberg and Harriet Calhoun.
Ruth Nlckey was the guest of Jose
phine Wilkins at the Alpha Chi Omega
house on Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Ritchey were
guests at the Alpha Chi Omega house
Monday evening. After dinner Dr.
Ritchey spoke on “Sex and the Chris
tian Standards of Living.”
Corbin Hall
Margaret Madeen spent the week
end a t her home in Hamilton.
Georgia Buckhous spent the week
end at her home in St. Ignatius. She
was accompanied by Kathleen Miller.
Helen Groff visited at her home in
Victor the past week-end.
Prof, and Mrs. A. H. Weisberg were
dinner guests of Marjorie Miles and
Emma Bole Sunday.
North Hall
Mrs. C. H. Clapp was a dinner guest
at North hall Monday night. After
dinner she spoke on “Youth Fronts
Problems, Personal and Social.”
Week-end guests at North hall were
Helen Blackford of Billings, who was
the guest of Aline Warner,, and Mary
Leroy of Anaconda, who visited Olive
Midgett.

and Joy Browning, Helen Huxley,
Adelaine Stillings, Hazel Mumm and
Betty Kelleher offered toasts.
Sunday, Kappa Delta sorority ini
tiated Irm a Tressman, and th at after
noon a formal banquet was served at
the chapter house a t which actives
and several alumni were p resent
D elta Delta Delta sorority had ini
tiation Sunday morning for Dorothea
Applequlst, Kay Marion and Hope
Matthews. 'Formal breakfast was
served for the new initiates at 11
o’clock.
Delta Sigma Lambda fraternity held
Outstanding local'alum nae of this
initiation Sunday morning for Donald
Knlevel and Irvin Cornwall. Their chapter are Helen Mpddock, dean of
initiation banquet was served a t the women at Starrett school, Chicago;
Mrs. Monica Burke Swearingen, man
chapter house.
ager of the Residence halls; Merle
Buffet Supper
Cooney, children’s librarian, Missoula;
Alumnae, actives and pledges of Mrs. R. G. Ballly, president of the
Delta Delta Delta were entertained at State Alumni; Ellen Erickson and
a buffet supper at the chapter house Mrs. Donovan Worden.
Sunday evening from 5:30 to 7:30.
Nationally outstanding women who
About twenty-five guests were pres are members of Delta Gamma are;
ent
Grace Abbott, chief of Childrens’ bu
reau, United States Department of
Over the Week-end
Labor; Ada L. Comstock, dean of
Don H urt spent the week-end a t his women a t the University of Minnesota
home in Thompson Falls.
and Smith college and president of
Kathleen Dunn spent the week-end Radcliffe; Ruth Bryan Owens, United
with her parents in Deer Lodge.
States representative from Florida in
1929; Edith Abbott, social worker;
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the
Elsie Singmaster, author; Marguerite
pledging of Leonard Nelson ot Alder.
Wilkinson, poet; H arriet Connors
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces the
Brown, author; Margaret Wlddemer,
pledging of Edward Cooney ot Butte.
author; Mrs. Wm. Faulkner; Mrs.
Conrad Nagel; Janet Gaynor, actress;
Virginia Sales, actress x Dagmar Doneghy, author; Lucille Conrad, dancer;
Alice Frankforter, writer for The New
Yorker; Donna Amsden, former secre
tary to President Hoover.
Games Are Scheduled for Tomorrow.
And Thursday Evenings
A survey conducted by an eastern
university shows that 60 per cent of
With the Interfraternity League the students sleep through three hours
championship decided, basketball en of class each week.
thusiasts will re-open the season when
Only 23 out of 1,000 adult Americans
the inter-college tournament starts
tomorrow. Teams have been entered are college graduates.
by the Schools of Journalism, Law,
Pharmacy, Forestry, Business Ad and
Arts and Sciences.
The schedule will open with games
tomorrow and Thursday. Games on
tap are; Wednesday, 7:30 o’clock,
NOW PLAYING!
Business Ad vs. Journalists; 8:30
o'clock, Pharmacy vs. Law; Thursday,
7:30 o’clock, Foresters vs. Law, 8:30
o’clock. Arts and Sciences vs. Business
Ad.
Managers in charge of the compet
Best Entertainm ent in 12 Months
ing teams are: Leland Storey, Busi
ness Ad; Professor Hitchcock, For
estry; William Taylor, Law; Tom
STARTING THURSDAY!
Rowe, Pharmacy; Howard Hazelbaker, Journalism ; Cale Crowley, Arts
and Sciences.

Campus Schools
Start Baskefball

Boxers and wrestlers are busily
training to be in shape for the M club
tournam ent eliminations which will
sta rt tomorrow for the leather-push
ers and early next week for the grapplers. The tournament, in which tbk
finalists will meet, will be held
March 8.
Cale Crowley, boxing instructor,
urged that all entrants weigh'in before
tomorrow, so that they can be placed
in the correct divisions. The titleholders who will defend their crowns
this year are: Jim Brown, light
weight; Bob Prendergast, bantam
weight; Rex Henningsen, welter
weight, and Ken Carpenter, heavy
w eight The junior welterweight, mid
dleweight and light heavy divisions
are open, the champions In those
classes having vacated their titles;
while Noral Whlttinghlll, feather
weight champ, is undecided as to
whether he will defend his crown.
Eliminations in boxing and wres
tling will continue for the few weeks
that remain before the finalists go
into the tournament. Champions in
these events will represent the State
University in the minor sports meet,
with the State College, March 11. .

Band Has Increase I
, Over Last Quarter
r
Large Enrollment Causes Shortage
Of Uniforms Among members
Due to an Increase in enrollment
this quarter there is a shortage ot
uniforms among members of the Griz
zly band. During the autumn quarter
enough articles were purchased to
complete 50 uniforms, but this quarter
there are 58 enrolled for the course,
according to Director Stanley Teel.
The band is now complete with
every band Instrument being repre
sented as well as several unusual in
strum ents such as bassoon. Two clar
inets have also been added.
FORUM WILL DISCUSS
SOCIALISM PRINCIPLES
Principles of socialism will be dis
cussed tonight in the Forestry libraiy
by members of the forum on current
business and economic problems
which is being sponsored by the
School of Business Administration.
The different phases of the subject
to be discussed will be presented by
E. C. Hunton, shop foreman of the
Northern Pacific and frequent con
tributor to the Missoulian’s Oracle,
and Matheus Kast, professor in soci
ology and economics.
Swarthmore college students who
fall asleep in the library are given
warnings, after three ot which they
are fined.

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
“STATE
FAIR”

“MADAM
BUTTERFLY”

Journalists Will
Hear Bischoff

All journalism students are urged
by Richard Schneider, president of the
Press club, to attend the meeting to
be held Wednesday night at 7:30.
Pictures for the Sentinel will be
taken at 8:30 and there will be an
election ot board ot editors for the
Shack Splinter and also tor a secre
tary of the Press club which office
was left vacant by Olga Woodcock
who did not return to school this
Formal Initiations
Three sororities and one fraternity quarter. Paul Bischoff will be the
held formal initiation ceremonies this speaker for the evening.
week-end. Sigma Kappa sorority ini
tiated Helen Huxley, Eleanor Mac
Donald and Gertrude Thalmueller
Saturday night. Sunday evening they
held a formal banquet at the Grill.
Elsie Eminger acted as toastmistress
ture of the Brawl . . . calling It
Caught by the Campus Corouser.
But because certain ,things are bet
ter unsaid; because this publicity is
not necessary to make the Brawl a
success . . . and because we lack
space, we'll let it go at that.
Amen.

Among the founders of this fra
ternity was George Banta, Phi Delta
Theta, to whom the symbols were ex
plained so he could assist with the
establishment of Delta Gamma in the
northern states.
For two years in succession, 1931,
1932, Delta Gamma has won the cup
for Varsity Vodvll and in 1931 it won
second place for Track Meet decora
tions and third place in Co-ed stunt
competition. Members of this fra
ternity belong to several other campus
organizations. Virginia Cooney, Janice
Stadler, Jean Gordon and Virginia
Wilcox are members of Spur, and Jean
Gordon is secretary of th at organiza
tion. In dramatics, Helen Fleming,
Betty Torrence, Sylvia Sweetman and
Virginia Cooney have been prominent
during their college course. Helen
Fleming, Margaret Brown and Sylvia
Sweetman belonged to Mortar Board
and Billie Bateman is a member ot
Kappa Tau. Virginia Cooney is the
junior representative to Central Board
and Eileen Jennings holds the office
of treasurer of Pan-Hellenic. Among
other prominent students who are ac
tive members of Delta Gamma are
Ellen Galusha, accredited Montana
artist, and Lynda Jane Bruckhauser,
author of a book of published verses
entitled “Eleven Poems.”

Boxers and Wrestlers Are Training
For Annual Tourney
Of M Club

With Sylvia Sidney

NOW PLAYING!

Ernest Truex
— In —

“ Whistling in
the Darh”
A Pip of a Comedy
FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY!

“Cabin in the Cotton’
Always

10c and 30c

“The Truth About Blayds”
What is truth? A. A. Milne satirically portrays its effects on
the delightful Blayds family. A three-act comedy presented by

The Montana Masquers
And directed by Barnard Hewitt

LITTLE THEATRE
Thursday and Friday
8:15 P. M.

Students 40c
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T HE MO N T A N A KAI MI N

Grizzlies and Bobcats
Split Week-end Series
To Even Hoop Honors

Sporty Vents

Poison Five
Defeats Cub
Basketeers

Announcement that Carroll college
will abandon all forms of intercol
legiate athletics next year was a blow
to sporting fans throughout the state.
-------------The Saints have always had a fight-j
fbaeman Quintette Overwhelms Visitors in Friday Game; Close Tik ing football team which was liable tojKnieval and Hultine Lead Offense
upset favored opponents a t any time.I
p o r Yearlings' Retz
Saturday Goes to Missoula Team; Brown

And Fox are High Scorers

■•

Page Three

As a Group

Heads Scorers

Carroll college won the State foot------- ------ball championship in 1931 and claimed
Falling before a superior aggregaif o r the first time in nearly a decade of basketball competition the honor in 1929 when they defeated tion, the Grizzly Cubs suffered their
bfetween the State University Grizzly and the State College Bobcat, the State College after the latter had first set-back of the season at the
i e Grizzly has emerged even in victories gained. In the final two- beaten the Grizzlies at Butte. The hands of the powerful Poison Indegame series played in Bozeman, the Grizzlies and the Cats divided the Hilltoppers did not play the Grizzlies pendents Saturday night in the only
>away-from-home basketball game for
Contests. In the first game Friday,♦ ------------------------—------------------------- that year.
— ::—
the yearlings.
Score, Poison
the Cats hit regularly and swamped v
%
The Saints will complete their pres30.
tbe home team, 57-30. In the second
ent
basketball
schedule
but
will
not
Knievel
and
Hultine
carried the
tilt Saturday, the Grizzlies out-fought
enter into any intercollegiate competi- j brunt of the Cub offensive, both comtheir rivals to take a last minute 42tion for the rest of the year or n e x t'b ig In frequently to drop counters,
3( win. Earlier in the season the two
_. . __
Jbut both missing a large percentage
teams split a two-game series in Mis
_
of their shots. Retz and Roulller
soula.
Because the gate receipts did not . _. .
. „
,
. „
played in stellar fashion for the Inde
F irst Game
w arrant the expenses the officials of pendents. Retz was
high point man
Dropping more than one-third of
Carroll college decided to abandon with 15 tallies.
their attempts through the hoop to run Alpha Xi-Kappa Game Will Start outside activities. Intram ural ath
The score:
Play Tonight; Delta Gamma
up a score of 57 points on their home
letics will be Increased and there will
State U. Cubs (30) FG FT PF I ts .
floor, the Bobcats broke the tie in the
Plays Sigma Kappa
be a year round sports schedule
State College-State University basket
among the students. This will con- Knieval, f __________ 4 2 1 10
Alpha XI Delta meets Kappa Kappa
Bergquist, f ............ _L- 1 0 0
ball race Friday night and issued to
2
Hultine, f ___
6 0 1 12
the Grizzlies the third defeat this Gamma tonight in the first of the two
Holmquisf, c
games scheduled to open the inter- letlcs.
.. 1 0 0
season in state competition.
2
.. 1 0 0
West, c
: Close checking by Bobcat guards sorority basketball tournament. The
2
Davison,
g
.....
0
0
2
0
and the accurate shooting rampage of game is called fbr 7:30 o'clock in the
The State University has been men
Benny Crain, Wally Wendt and Cam, women’s gymnasium, and will be im tioned as a member of a proposed new Blastic, g ____ _ ___ .. 0 0 1
0
tain Ed Breeden paved the way for mediately followed by the Sigma football conference composed of teams Brandenburg, g ____ 0 2
1
2
Ruth from Montana, Idaho and Utah.
Pelson Independents (44)
the Aggie victory. The Grizzlies tallied Kappa-Delta Gamma game.
Roulller, f ______
_ 6 2 2 14
but one-Blxth of their goal attempts Nickey and Gladys Allred, Instructors
Scott, f ................ ..... _ 0 0 0
0
Qlck Fox, high point man for the In the Department of Physical Edu
Retz, £ ...... ................. .. 6 3 0 15
Grizzlies, was outstanding for clever cation, will referee the games....
Clairmont, c
,3 1 1
7
floor play.
Nine sororities have entered teams the University of Idaho,
Lindsay, c ________ .. 0 0 0
0
in the meet. Sororities and the names
Grizzlies Lead a t Half
Boettcher, g ............ _ 2 0 0
4
Starting swiftly, the Grizzlies led in of the players are as follows: Alpha
Greniere, g .............. 2 0 3
4
Xi
Delta—Juanita
Armour,
Carol
scoring until the middle' of .the first
Butte in the near future.
Gregg, g ..................... . 0 0 0
0
half when the count was evened at Hambleton, Lois Clark, Velma Clark
eight all. From then on, the Bobcats Thelma Buck,. Marian Rusk, Lovira
Plastino figures that the league
Hart
and
Louise
Geyer;
Kappa
Kappa
were never headed.
would stimulate interest among the
Close checking by Bobcat guards Gamma—Margot Milne, Beth Ham
followers of the teams because of
held the Grizzlies scoreless for the mett, Margaret Bielenberg, Betty Folchampionship competition. He says I
Amoretta
Junod,
Joane
Greene,
first seven minutes of the second half.
that a schedule could be arranged
Montana opened a-ra p id passing at Betty Parker, and Helen Bateman;
which
would not interfere with games
tack which gradually brought the Sigma Kappa—Katherine Rand, Mary
which any team may have scheduled
Grizzlies into shooting range, but they Jean McLaughlin, Mary Castles, in another conference.
.Seven Fraternities and Independents
were unable to register anything like Gladys Larson, Ruth Freed, Helen
Huxley, Audrey Wessinger, Helen
Will E nter Teams
a majority of their field goal tries.
Invitations have been sent to Mon
Helean;
Delta
Gamma—Sylvia
SweetIn Competition
Crain, Bobcat center, was individual'
tana State University, Montana State
m
yi,
Ruth
Riedell,
Virginia
Wilcox,
high scorer with 14 points and his
College, Carroll college, Montana j Eight teams have been entered in
teammates, Breeden and Wendt fol Alberta Wilcox, Jean Gordon, Cath
School of Mines, College of Idaho and the Interfraternity swimming meet
lowed close behind with' 12 tallies erine Coughlin; Alpha Chi Omega—
Utah Agricultural college.
which will be held tomorrow and FriEleanor
Shaw,
Mary
Sulgrove,
Gladys
each.
Swanson, Catherine Howatson, Lelia
::
Iday. The Independents and seven
Grizzlies (80)
FG FT ]
Football
fans
will
have
only
two
j
fraternities will compete, 45'men beJordan, Virginia Rigney; Zeta Chi—
Brown, f ............... .... ....... . 0 0
Lois Elda Howard, Marie Benson, new rules to become accustomed to j„g in the races,
Erickson, f _____ ................2
0
Sylvia Jevnager, Mildred Renshaw, for the 1933 season. The Rules com- Trlais tor the 40-yard and 100-yard
Heller, c ___ __ _____ „ 1 3
Dorothy Howard, Ruby Michaud, Lu mittee did not make any drastic j free style, and the backstroke races
Fox, g rj--------------0
cille Llndgren, Margaret Sullivan; changes in the rules but wrote in two w m be run off tomorrow at 4 o'clock,
Hileman, g
........ ______ 1 0
and the finals in all events will be
Delta Delta Delta—Maxine Davis, Fae minor changes in the present code.
Fitzgerald, f ..... .... ________ 2
0
Logan, E sther Strauss, Lovlna Caii-d,
—:: —
held Friday at 4 o’clock. No specta' ■ __ 1 1
McDonald, f ..........
Elza Huffman, Hazel Goeddertz, Kath The clipping rule was changed, tors will be allowed at the trials, but
Hinman, g .............. _____ I
0
erine Marion, Marjorie Shaw; Kappa Now a penalty can be imposed for the finals are open to all fans,
Dahlberg, c .........
2 0
Delta—Evelyn Levander, Olive Mid- unning into a player from the rearj The complete list of officials are:
Holloway, g .........._______ 0
0
gett, Leola Stevens, Jeannette Elder- as well as clipping from the rear, starter. Jack Erkkila; clerk, Harry
lng, Kathryn Eamon, Dora Jacob The penalty has been changed from Adams; judges of the finish, Robert
...... .........13 4
son, Lucille Chapman, Mary Martin, 25 yards to 15 yards. This is intended Cooney, Percy Frazer and Dr. BateIrm a Tressman; Kappa Alpha Theta— to insure the calling of clipping. Too man; judges of diving, Jack Erkkila,
Bobcats (67)
Virginia Bode, Margaret Breen, Vir many officials have been loath to in- Dr. Bateman and Percy Frazer;
___
1
0
Young, f .................
ginia Warden, Marian Callahan, Dor flict a 26 yard penalty on a team In a timers, Jack Erkkila and Harry
„ . ...
6 0
Adams; announcer, Robert Cooney.
othy Tilzey, Florence Harrington, close game.
Crain, c ________ _______ 6
4
M artha Busey, Grace Johnson. Alpha
Breeden,g ......................... . 4 4
The
other
change
will
eliminate
the
Phi did not enter a team in the meet.
Buzzettl, g ______________ : 4 0
out of bounds play which hurts the
Thursday night Alpha Chi
. 2 3
offensive and takes away some of the
Omega will meet Zeta Chi, and Delta
Whitcanack, c ...._.....| ......1
0
interest of the game. If the ball goes
Delta Delta will meet the winner of
within 10 yards of the sideline it will I
Totals ................. ......... ..... 23 11 57 the Alpha XI- Delta-Kappa Kappa
not be taken in 10 yards without takWith tho ^ m p io n s h ip of the Inter:Personal fouls—Brown, Erickson, Gamma game. Kappa Delta will meet ing time. If the ball is run out 0f F aternlty basketball league already
Holler, Fox, Hileman, Fitzgerald, Kappa Alpha Theta, February 21. On bounds it will be taken in 10 yards | clnclled by Slgma ch l- three *ames
will be played this week to clean up
Dahlberg, Holloway 2, Crain 4, Bree February 23, the winners of the four instead of 15.
games will play, and on February 22,
the schedule.
den 3, Buzzettl 2, Martin.
the
winners
of
the
semi-championship
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock the Inde
Officials—Glynn (State College) and
This rule is expected to eliminate
games
will
play
for
the
championship.
Elliott (University).
some of the danger of injury to play pendents will meet the Kappa Sigs,
and
at 8:30 o'clock, the Phi Sig team
Saturday Game
ers caused by carrying the ball out
side and will also stop tackling out will play tho D. S. L.’s. The Phi Delta
The final curtain of the 1933 Grizzlyand the Sigma Nus will play this
of bounds.
Bobcat basketball feud saw a hardafternoon at 4:30 o’clock.
These
fought battle Saturday night during
games
will change the standings of
The Associated Students of the Uni
which the score was tied nine times
Associated Women Students will versity of California have announced the teams only slightly, the Phi Delta
when the invading State University
haring clinched the second position,
five won in the closing seconds of play. sponsor the sale of tickets for the the Innovation of a double varsity for
moving
picture show, "The King's next year. The new plan increases being followed by the Kappa Sigma
Bach school has now won two games.
team.
.
From sta rt to finish the game kept Vacation,” which features George the size of the varsity squad to 70
the crowd in an uproar. W ith three Arliss, and will appear here on Feb men who will be divided into two
University of California has “Big
minutes remaining and the score tied ruary 28, March 1 and 2. The women squads of 35 men each. Each team Game” nights. The co-eds may stay
at 36 all, the Grizzlies began a des are undertaking the sale for the will play separate and distinct sched out as late as they desire.
perate drive for victory. Dick Fox, as American Association of University ules during the season.
a closlng gesture before being ejected Women who are sponsoring the show.
on four personals, dropped a long toss. The money raised will be used to in The upper bracket of the squad
will be known as the varsity "and will
On the next play Fitzgerald broke fast crease the A. A. U. W. loan fund.
and sunk a short one under the bas Joy Browning, Belt, was chosen engage in the regular Pacific Coast
The lower
ket. Breeden slipped into the open for chairman of the committee to man conference schedule.
Phone 8118
age ticket sales, when the organization bracket will probably be called the
a set-up, making the score 38-40.
Dry Cleaners
With but few seconds remaining, m et yesterday afternoon. A. W. S. California Ramblers” and will play a
Jimmy Brown hooped a long one-arm sponsored a similar show last year, seven or eight game schedule with all
shot for the final count of the game. Alexander Hamilton” which was also games away from home.
a George Arliss picture.
Close Contest
The basketball coach at Wyoming
At no time during the contest were
Freshmen at Beloit college are re will not have to worry about first
O. K.
the teams separated by more than five quired to take to the gutter upon the class m aterial for a few years. This
And we’ll go down to
Points. Four tlmeB during the first appearance of an upperclassman.
year there are four all-Wyoming high
Mirlod and five times during the final
school stars, one all-Missouri guard, I
half the count was evened. There Dahlberg, Hinman 3, McDonald, and a State center from South Dakota
After the Piny
Fere 39 fouls registered by both clubs. Brown, Fitzgerald, Heller
enrolled in Wyoming and none of them
|Brow n shared individual scoring
even
made
the
squad.
Bobcats (88)
hOnors with Wendt, scoring 13 points.
ffirizzUes (42)
FG F T P ts. Wendt, f .......................... _ 6 1 13
2 1 5 Only two men will be lost from this
McDonald, f ......................... 4 1 9
SHE
6 ear’s squad, leaving Witte, Kimball
Birickson, f _____________ 1 0
2
2 0 4 nd Leuty, all-conference selections,
Is still expecting that Valentine
BtUberg, c , >
0
r.
of Flowers from yoi . Let us
10
Hinman, g ___
deliver yours. Phone
0 0
Holloway, g ......
real service.
_ 0 0 0
Brown, f _____
__________________
I
Fitzgerald, f __
Tulune university apparently leads ]
14 10 38
Heller, c ______
e nation in the formation of a gigolo
Box, g ______
Personal fouls—Crain 4, Wendt, ub. The organization offers "attrac
Garden City Floral Co.
Young, Breeden 8; Buzzetti, Martin 2. tive, well dressed dates to young
-Totals ______ ----------------19 4 42
Officials—Glynn (State College), ladles.” Rates are |1 for an Informal
Home Grown Flowers
^Personal fouls—Erickson, Fox 4, Elliott (University).
date, $2 for a formal.

Intersorority
Basketball Is
Under Vfay

In te rf ra te rn it y
Swimming Meet
Begins Tomorrow

Show a United Front
In Support o f Your Paper
Right or wrong. The Kaimin , published by
the associated student body, warrants the co
operation end support of every student in the
State University. Such is the only w ay w e can
assure the continued regular publication of this, your paper. A s a group, a united front
is necessary for the desired results. A re you
behind it?

Individually

Basketball League
Will Finish Games

A .W .S . W ill Sponsor
P ictu re T ick et Sale

Missoula Laundry
Company

Ramey’s

Broadcast That You Are a |
Kaimin Reader
|
T he m erchants w ho support your paper
through their advertisments expect your support. W hen you buy some article that has
been advertised in The Kaimin , use the phrase
“I saw it in The K a im in . ” A s individuals
having a com m on interest in the paper, get
behind The Kaimin and co-operate with our
merchant supporters to the fullest extent.

§
1
1
jg
1
§
g
§§

1 Read and U se Kaimin Classified Ads |
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Phi Delta Theta
Establishes Lead
In Pin Tourney

Tuesday, February 14, 1933

David R. Porter
Masquer Production Is Based
Will Be Visitor
On Career of Famous Writer
"Ann Vickers,” a new novel by Sin
This Week-end

Book Reviews

Notices

club, please see me by Wednesday at
4:30. This is the last call, or the
dance will bare to be abandoned.

ELSIE EMIXGEIt
Varsity debate members will meet
tonight in Main Hall auditorium at
clair Lewis, the Nobel prize winner,
FRESHMAN DEBATERS
.
7:30 o'clock.
portrays to his readers an ordinary
Oliver Blayds was a great poet. Of of Milne. Mr. Milne comments in the Author and Former Rhoades Scholar
Flanagan Rolls High Single Score character of American life. It is his
Will Talk to Students
All Independent swimmers who are
this all England was sure, and sev preface to “The Ivory Door” ; “It is
Sheldon S. Frisbee, Cut Bank, and
Schell and Carrie .Make
At Open Meeting
competing in the intram ural meet George Van Noy, Lewlstown, were
first novel since “Main Street” it eral times he had been offered a peer always a convenience to have a writer
Most Points
labelled and card-indexed, so that,
must be at the pool tomorrow at 4 picked to form the negative team from
which a woman Is taken for Its cen age which he always refused. No
David R. P.orter, author aHd execu o'clock. Bring suits if possible.
with the knowledge th at the author
a group of freshmen, who met Satur
Last
Saturday's
Intertraternity tral character. The novel does not re one was surer of his genius than were is whimsical, you can pull open the tive secretary of the World's Student I
GEORGE BOILEAU.
day morning in Jesse Bunch’s office
bowling results show the Phi Delta semble "Main Street” or "Babbitt,’ the members of his family. They had right drawer and be told at once his Christian federation, and Raymond!
for final tryouts.
Theta team leading by virtue of their but Is closer to "Arrowsmith.”
There will be a meeting of Central
lived their lives In his; one daughter, plays are souffles; ‘delicate,’ If you Culver, one of the leading organizers
two wins over the S. A. E. squad. The
A suffragist, settlement worker, Isobel, never married In order that wish to be polite; "thin’ if you don’t; of the Y. M. C. A. conference at Sea- Board this afternoon at 5 o’clock in
Sigma Nu team Is a close second, be
Phone 2442
prison reformer and m istress of a she might devote herself utterly to ‘charming’ or ‘nauseating’ as you beck, Ore., will be visitors on the Main hall.
ing two games behind the leaders.
Tammany Judge, is Ann Vickers. A him; the other, Marlon, married but happen to feel; ‘tricksy’ and w hat not.” University campus this week-end
RAINBOW
BARBER SHOP AND
Frank Flanagan of the Sigma Chi
It
.Is
absolutely
necessary
that
Dr. Porter was a Rhodes scholar
daughter of a university professor, remained in his home because it was This particular souffle of Milne’s Is
team, rolled high single game with a
BEAUTY PARLOR
seniors get lists of activities in the
Ann grew up with a feeling of antag decided that her husband could best a bit heavier than some of his, but on and has been with the National Coun
score of 226 while Bob Schell also of
166 Higgins Are.
onism and rebellion against girls’ pri serve the world by handling the ma the whole it contains the flavor which cil of the Y. M. C. A. a t New York Senior Activity box this week.
the Sigma Chi team had high three
since 1907. He has been an active
vate schools and their time-worn tra terial things In his father-in-law’s life he himself has described.
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL I
Juniors and seniors who took the
three game score of 656. Jack Currie
ditions. Of free-spirited and spon and, as his secretary, help others to
In the character of Isobel there Is leader among young men throughout aptitude tests in psychology last quar
rolling for the Phi Delta, was a close
taneous nature, she finds it difficult know and to lore that very great poet, a background upon which a tragedy the eastern part of the United States,
ter may receive their standings by
second with 556. A new league record
to adjust herself to the rules and reg The play begins on Blayds’ nine of frustrated womanhood could be He has been lecturing to students on seeing Miss Nicolet in the phychology
for team score was set by the Sigma
ulations of such schools, which she tieth birthday. Royalty and other dis built, but the author near the end the coast and is stopping here on his
laboratory.
Chi team with a 933 total.
has attended most of her life.
Steam Spotted and Pressed ■■
tinguished people, societies and pub of the play suddenly decides to give return to the east to visit his daugh
Saturday's games:
us a sentimental mother-daughter ters, Jean and Esther Porter, who are
Members of the Campus Christian
65c
Sigma Chi— 1st 2nd 3rd Total Upon her graduation from college, lic bodies pay him tribute. Critics
students at the University, this year.
heroine.
The
Blayds-Conway
family
Ann
becomes
involved
in
social
work
council
are
asked
to
attend
an
im
proclaim
him
the
last
of
the
Victorians
Flanagan ........ 170 226 149 543
Fashion Club Cleaners
Saturday evening, Dr. Porter will portant meeting to be held Thursday
Is very entertaining and highly amus
and
advocates
strongly
on
the
emanci
and
compare
his
works
with
those
494
166
172
156
Whittinghlll
Delivery
ing. The father and mother are so speak a t an open house meeting at afternoon- ait 5 o’clock in Room 206 Phone 2661
Schell ........_... 225 193 138 556 pation of women. The novel reaches of Wordsworth, Tennyson and Swin
self-important in their relations with 616 Eddy avenue at 8 o’clock. Mr. Student Store.
Roe
............. 114 170 188 422 Its highest peak In the chapters de burne. One of the distinctive things
Culver will talk of the leaders and
113 voted to Ann's experience as a matron about all his writings Is their liveli the poet that finding themselves with plans for the annual “Y” conference
Jacobs ............ 113
There will be a meeting of the Bap
188 149 334 In Copperhead Gap penitentiary, a ness and youth of spirit, .a dominating out their main prop, they snatch at Seabeck. The interchurch group
Worden __ __
tist Young People's union at the home The First National Bank
wildly at the first straw th at comes
prison situated In the South. The hor quality even in his old age.
on this campus has been sending four of Reverend Gilson tonight.
.2467 rors of that prison—from the corrupt The family realizes th at Blayds has along in order to save themselves or five delegates to the conference
Total ...........
The F irst and Oldest
ness of the prison administration to not many more years to live. The from sinking. The straw, weak as
Ycbls Chi—
National Bank In
4Those girls who have signed up for
each spring.
it
is,
is
offered
by
their
son,
Oliver.
Heagy ............. 130 154 116 400 the bootlegging of dope to the prison son-in-law, William Blayds-Conway,
Montana
He is a young man who thinks that] All students are invited to attend the Tehuana dance to be given at
V id ro ________ 160 148 127 435 ers—makes Ann a strong advocate of has been collecting data for several
Mexican
Bazaar
day
of
the
Spanish
big
I
the
open-house
meeting,
but
men
will
grandfather has hindered
years for a biography of the poet.
Barnes ........... 171 147 163 481 prison reform.
career, but he discovers th at he had
especially interested to meet Dr.
Dummy .. .. _ 140 140 140 420 The Lewis novel does for social Isobel has started to wonder what
the
wrong
idea. The daughter, Sep- Porter, Rev. Jesse .Bunch, student
Dummy '......... 140 140 140 420 worker and penologist what “Arrow- will happen to her after her father’s
smith” did for the doctor and “Elmer death. The third generation, Septlma tima, is, collegiately speaking, “a pastor, stated.
_2156 Gantry” did for the ministry. His rec and Oliver, are eager to leave home swell gal." She even has the n e r v e ---------------------------ognition of ordinary people of Ameri and live their own lives, but by a to say "damn” before the solemn and ®8 * ELROD WILL SPEAK
8. A. E,—
dignified group who are awaiting the
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Henningsen
138 152 136 425 can life has entitled him, “the self- request from their grandfather they
Incorporated
Dr. M. J. Elrod, professor of biology,
Vickerman __ 166 158 179 498 conscious American spokesman.”
remain to pay rather reluctant hom appearance of the great Blayds.
Smoothly written, this play, chosen will be the principal speaker at an
age.
Matson ....... 130 146 107 383
Before his death, the poet reveals a by the Montana Masquers for their annual banquet to be given by memHoven ............•• 105 108 166 379 “Jane Austen’s Letters” have many
601 WOODY STREET
110 WEST MAIN ST.
Hazelbaker
166 215 154 529 of the best qualities of Jane Austen’s life secret to Isobel which brings the winter quarter production, will re- bers of the International club Febru(Farley Co.)
novels. They present the minutiae of family into a situation for which they | quire smooth acting. Those students ary 24 at the Chimney Corner,
Phone 21S7
Phone
2171
who
are
to
portray
the
members
of
Songs
and
short
speeches
by
memTotal
8214 a small society in language that Is had made no plans and witl^ which
th e Blayds-Conway family h are the bers of the club will precede a dance
always fresh and exact—they present they are unable to cope.
Phi Delta Theta—
EVERYTHING IN GROCERIES
S u lliv a n _____ 156 165 120 441 Jane Austen in person, as an Irre Critics point out whimsicalness as major part of the responsibility of according to Marciana Raquel, chair
man of the entertainment committee.
Wigal
143 140 190 473 sponsible, gay, sharp-tongued girl of the dominating excellency In the work making the play a success.
C u r tis _______ 189 183 155 527 twenty-one and as the mature, gen
B e r g ------------ 136 161 189 476 erous-hearted woman she grew up to
Currie
180 165 210 565 be. She never lost her keenness to
meet every situation with pretentious
Total ..........
-2472 ness.
The characters in her letters are as
Kappa Sigma—
Silfast .......... _ 168 192 183 543 clearly drawn as the characters in
K e llo g g _____ 174 133 146 420 her novels. If the letters lack the
Anderson ____ 139 128 117 379 order and selection of her novels, they
C u lv e r ______ 140 187 103 420 are not wanting In quality—all wit
C a ld e r_______ 125 171 178 534 and penetration is clear, as the fa
mous “Mrs. Blount"—“with the same
Total ....__
.2422 broad face, diamond bandeau, white
shoes, pink husband and fat neck” in
Sigma Nu—
S c h m o ll_____ 145 189 191 625 the second edition of “Sense and
Sheridan ____, 152 140 146 438 Sensibility." These two volumes af
Lamb
138 175 153 456 ford as good reading as most novels
Morrison ___ 192 169 123 464 which are acclaimed as masterpieces.
Brown .._......... 158 173 175 506

SUITS

ARCADE GROCERY CO.
Reliable Grocers

R a b b its ana R a d ish es
R a bies andR ouquets
Carrots a n d Cabbages
a lt from an
i

Total
Team standings:
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Nu —
Sigma Chi ___
S. A. E . ______
Yebish Chi
Kappa Sigma ....

.
__

2389

Classified Ads

Won Lost Pet.
ROOM AND lip A111)
11 4 .733
.... 10 5 .666
BOARD—316
TWO MEALS, 32#
_... 9 6 .600
three meals, per month; choice of
_
6 9 .400
excellent home cooking.
3 8 .272 menu;
Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
1 H
.083
'VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FROM
campus; homelike atmosphere, good
eats; 330 per month.

Fewer Yellow Slips
Go Out This Quarter
Registrar’s Office Sends Only 234
Reports to Delinquents

NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 724
Eddy. Phone 5438.
LOST AND FOUND

LOST—HORN RIMMED GLASSES AT
Judging from the number of yellow
Foresters’ Ball. Return to Kaimln
slips Issued this quarter the profes Office.
sors at Montana are becoming more
liberal with grades or else Montana LOST—BLACK SHAEFFER PEN INitlaled D.W.J.; reward. Kaimln of
students, are paying more attention to
their studies. According to informa fice.
tion from the registrar’s office, 224
yellow slips were Issued to 186 stu
dents this quarter, compared to 324
slips Issued to 260 students In fall
quarter of this year.
Of the 186 students who received
yellow slips this quarter, 51 were
women, and 135 were men students.
If your broken frame or lens
In winter quarter of last year 62
can be repaired, we can do it.
women and 229 men received yellow
slips, while In autumn quarter of last
year, 279 students received slips com
pared to 260 in autumn quarter of this
year.
129 East Broadway

Any Optical Repair
Promptly Made
BARNETT
Optical Co.

Foresters ’ Ball Has
Huge Attendance
(Continued from Pane One)

turned inT382 sales and 40 compli
mentary tickets were sent to chap
erons and guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Harris were
awarded first prize tor the most ap
propriate western costumes. Mr. Har
ris Is a former chief push of the Ball
and Is at present employed by the
Forest Service. Art Deschamps cap
tured the men's award for the most
appropriately dressed logger of the
early days and Miss Margaret Black
ford, Billings, won the women’s award
wearing an Indian maiden costume.
The couple award, was two five-year
leather bound diaries. The men’s prize
was a pack sack and the women’s
prize, a set of bookends. Any lost
articles may be recovered in the
School of Forestry office.

before your very eyes the man of magic draws
rabbits, vegetables, flowers, fruits—even babies—all
from an empty tub! W hat an astonishing fellow he i»!
EXPLANATION t

The assorted rabbits, babies, carrots, cabbages, rib*
bons and other magical “props” are not created by
magic. The tub has a false bpttora that is conveniently
displaced, and numberless wonderful things spring to
life in the magician's nimble Angers. They do liter*
ally “spring” because they are made to compress into
the bottom of the tub, taking their natural shape as
the magician lifts them out
S ource:

" Tricks and Illusions” by Will Goldston.
B. P. Dutton dr Co.

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9* Higgins Building
Phone 4997

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block
Copyright, 1933, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

I t 's f u n to f f F oozfd
. ..ITS MOKE FUN TO F n OW
Tricks are legitimate on the stage but not
in business..Here’s one that has been used
in cigarette advertising...the illusion that
blending is everything in a cigarette.
explanation : Blending is important...but
it makes a lot of difference what is blended.
Inferior tobaccos can be blended to cover
up their humble origin. But your taste soon
detects the trick.
The proper use of blending is to bring

out the full “ round” flavor o f mild, high*
grade tobaccos. It’s the costliness o f the
tobaccos, as well as the blending, that counts,
It Is a tact, wall known by
le a f tobacco e xp erts, that
Camels are made from liner, MORI
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been spent by others in the attempt tp
discover just how Camels are blended.
The blend is important.
But all the while Camel spends millions
more for choice tobaccos... to insure your
enjoyment..
Light up a Camel. Relax, while the deli*
cate blue smoke floats about you. Enjoy
to the full the pleasure that comes from
costlier tobaccos.
Keep Camels always handy...in the air*
tight, welded Humidor Pack.

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A M A T C H L E S S

BL BMD

